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SK C11
User Manual



Introduction

Reading Tips

Product Video

Users can contact the sales team for the product video which provides instructions on 
the proper and safe use of this product.

The operating temperature of this product is in a range of -40°C to +55°C.  Only operate the 
detection equipment in the suggested temperature and environment. 
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SK C11 provides users with instructional videos and the following documentation

1. 《Parts List》

2. 《Installation Guide》

3. 《Quick Start》

4. 《User Manual》
Users are advised to watch the product video to know the product; to review the 
Disclaimer, Safety tips, Parts List, Installation Guide before installation; to read Quick  
Start and User Manual for more information.



 Disclaimer

 This manual contains important information and instructions to ensure 

safe and proper use of the product.  Please read carefully before using the 

product.

 Read the entire manual carefully to get familiar with the functions of 

the product before using it.  If the product is not properly operated, it may 

result in malfunction, for example, the UAV cannot be detected, which may 

lead to certain security risks.  Our company is not liable for performance 

issues or any losses of the product due to improper operation.

 Our company reserves the right to revise this manual at any time 

without prior notice.
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Safety Tips

 Set up the product in an open area away from the crowds and buildings；

 Operate the product at -40°C to +55°C；

 The product must be handled with care in the process of moving to avoid 

damage to parts and components；

 If the product needs to be restarted, wait for 20 seconds before turning 

the power on；
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Product Overview
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This chapter includes a general 

introduction to SK C11.  



product presentation
Brief introduction

SK C11 is a radio frequency (RF) signals detection and defense system.  It offers  passive 
automatic 360 degree omni-directional detection. Featured with standard 2.
4GHz/5.8GHz frequency bands (800MHz / 900MHz is optional), it supports early 
warning, blacklist and whitelist, UAV identification, accurate mitigate and defense. In 
addition, it allows advanced functions such as detection report, spectrum analysis and 
data capture.
SK C11 can be split into SF1310 detection equipment and SK3311 defense box for 
separate use. SF1310 detection equipment is a safe and reliable solution to petroleum 
and petrochemical sites. Sk311 defense box can be integrated with Zhikong Future’s 
or third-party’s products.
SK C11 is detection and defense all in one. It has a positive detection range of 5KM, and 

 up to 10KM in ideal settings.

System Layout

The system consists of detection hardware, management software and defense hardware.

Product system composition

Detection part Defense part

software system
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Software system provides functions of: configuration, detection report, spectrum analysis, data capture,
 auto defense, etc.

Item Function Description

1 Dynamic deployment Flexible multi-site, multi-device deployment using the cloud 
server

2 Remote and mobile 
access

The product can be remotely operated from smartphones, 
tablets, and computers

3 System upgrade Can be upgraded online or offline

4 spectrum analysis visualization of the spectrum data of detected drones with 
specified frequency

5 data capture captured data can be used for further analysis

6 Data forensics records of detection and defense can be sued for law 
enforcement

7 System configuration Can be done easily through graphical user interface (GUI)

8 Smart defense Mitigate specific UAV, no interference to other UAVs and the 
environment

9 Wideband defense Mitigate all intruding UAVs at once

10 direction finding Accurately find the UAV’s direction

Installation
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Detailed information for installation can be found from the following documents and 

video:

1、【SK C11 Parts List】

2、【SK C11 Installation Guide】

3、【SK C11 Installation Video】



Defense Box

The multi-frequency defense box is included if you choose SK C11 all-in-on system.
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If you only choose the multi-frequency defense box, SK3311 User Manual can be 

referred to.  The defense box is our new release which can be integrated with our 

detection products.  Supporting defense in 4 frequency bands: 2.4GHz/5.8GHz/1.

5GHz/900MHz, it can be flexibly integrated with  SF1310 detection equipment or 

third-party devices.



Before Login
This chapter introduces how to 

prepare before sign into the system.
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Software Environment Requirements

Client Computer OS:  no requirements

Web Browser: Google chrome Browser (recommended)

LAN Ethernet Configuration:  Static IP address(set Admin’ s PC to fixed IP address ) 

  

  

IP address: 169.254.1.x

Subnet mask：255.255.0.0

Gateway：leave blank

(1<x<100)

Configure

Step 1:  Configure the Ethernet by opening Settings of Windows, then going to 
Network & Internet.

Step 2:  login into the system by connecting to the IP address throught Chrome browser.

Then the system will automatically jump to the login page and enter the initial user name and 
password on the login page (see page 13)
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Create Shortcut

Step 1:  on the login page, click on the 3 dots icon on the upper right of the brower, 

and select More tools and Create shortcut.

Step 2:  Click Create to create a shortcut. The shortcut name can be customized.

Step 3:  Create a shortcut on the desktop of 
the PC.
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After the home page is loaded,  enter the username and 
password.

role username initial passward

standard user user 123456

admin admin 123456
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Quick Start
This Chapter introduces the popular 

functions of SK C11 to help the user 

quickly know the product and 

operate it.
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Two user accounts are set when the equipment is delivered: admin, and standard user.

The two accounts get different permissions.  When using the equipment for the first 
time, it is important to know the differences to avoid unnecessary trouble.

Admin:  1. Access to and check status of different functionalities

             2.  analyze data 

             3. create or delete general user accounts

             4. reconfigure the system

             5. have all accesses a standard user has. 

standard user:  only to view detection targets and perform defense.

The Difference Between Admin and Standard User

Admin Standard User
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Check Equipment Status

If the statuses are all normal, the equipment is funcitioning well. Rest assured.

Check Equipment Status (Admin)

Check Equipment Status after login.

To check:

1、If the equipment operates normally,
 blue Normal displays. When the 
equipment has serious fault, red 
Abnormal displays.  Contact our after-
sales support team for remote 
assistance on abnormal status 
(PS: MCU. When the subsystem turns 
red, the whole system status will 
display red abnormal).

2、The compass functions normal 
when it is between  0-359 °. Contact 
our after-sales support team if it shows
 - 1 °. False compass may lead to 
inaccurate direction finding. 

3、When PPS displays red, check the installation location. The equipment might be 
blocked or covered or set indoors. The PPS does not affect the equipment performing 
but positioning. Movig it to an open space on the roof ensures positioning function.

4、When the system is too slow, check the  System Status Details for the temperature 
and usage of CPU and/or GPU, operating status, and the remaining memory. Contact 
our after-sales support team if the temperatue or usage of CPU and/or GPU is too 
high and/or the remaining memory is too low, and by which the system performance 
is affected. 
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Detection of a target
 

 

Identification of the probe targets

After the equipment status check is 
completed, open the UAV to 
understand the identification status of 
the detection target

1、After the system detects the UAV, 
it sounds an alarm. The sound can be 
muted  by toggling the sound icon in 
the upper right corner of the GUI.

2、When the UAV is detected, these 
parameters can be found: UAV 
direction, model, status, frequency, 
defense options, electronic fingerprint 
and whitelist status. When the 
parameters are normal, it indicates that
 the target UAV is positively detected. 
These parameters tells the UAV’s 
status, direction, manufacturer. Choose
 Wideband Defense to mitigate multiple UAVS, and Accurate Defense to individual 
UAV.  Accurate Defense is only available for Decrypted UAVs.
（Mavic 2 can mark the ID, and the Genie 4 series needs to detect the remote control
）

3、If the Add To Whitelist button is active for a detected UAV, that indicates the UAV 
is not in the whitelist yet and can be added to. Click Add To Whitelist button add 
friend UAVs to the whitelist (more information about whitelist can be found on page 
10). All detected UAVs which are excluded from the whitelist are intruders. A 
Decrypted UAV can be mitigated by Accurate Defense method which has no 
interference to the environment; If the UAV’s status is Detected, Wideband Defense 
can be used.
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入

1. Intelligent defense: After confirming 
that the target is not in the white list, 
when the defense button is intelligent 
defense, click the intelligent defense in 
the target bar. As you can see in the 
discovery list, the system will show that 
the target is in defense. When there is no 
need to strike, you can only click to 
terminate the defense again to stop

2、Wideband Defense:  If a UAV’s 
status is Detected, it can be defended 
with Wideband Defense method. Go to 
Wideband Defense page by clicking 
Wideband Defense menu item, choose 
Drive Off (2.4GHz&5.8GH z&915MHz）or
 Forced Landing( 2.4GHz&5.8GHz& 1.
5GHz&915MHz), set the desired 
defending time, the click Start button to 
perform  defense.  The defense stops 
when the progress bar ends  The Stop 
button is used to stop the defense ahead 
of time.

Drive away: the UAV is cut off the remote control communication signal, will trigger 

the emergency treatment of the UAV, the UAV will rely on the navigation signal to 

return to the take-off point, so as to drive away the UAV.

Forced landing: when the UAV is cut off from the remote control communication 

signal and navigation signal, it will trigger the emergency mode of forced landing, then

 the target enters into the forced landing.

Note: Defense by forced landing will affect the surrounding navigation equipment, 
please use carefully.

Defense
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Add To Whitelist/Blacklist

1.、Add To Whitelist: after a UAV is 

detected, it can be added to the whitelist 

by clickling the Add To Whitelist button. If 

successful, the UAV turns green, and the 

status change to Whitelist. To delete the 

UAV from whitelist, just click Remove 

button.

2.Edit Whitelist: configure a UAV in the 

whitelist by clicking Edit Whitelist button. 

For a newly added UAV, the remote 

control is separated from the UAV. When 

the remote control or UAV is detected 

separately, they can also be added to 

whitelist. Click Remove Whitelist button 

on the right side of the whitelisted UAV to

 remove the UAV. Click Edit Whitelist 

button to set more details for the 

whitelisted UAV.

UAVs can be easily distinguished by 

giving them unique names. It’s very 

helpful when there are many in-house 

UAVs. It is easy to find out the ownership 

if multiple whitelisted UAVs are turned on at the same time. By default, a whitelisted 

UAV never expires. For temporarily added UAVs, the expiration can be changed. For 

example, if a UAV is allowed to operate in the controlled area for only one day, the 

expiration can be set to 1 day, and then the UAV will be identified as  blacklisted when 

it is detected afterwards. 
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3、After turning on the Auto Defense, set 
up the configuration by clicking the System 
Configuration in the menu bar.

4、With Broadband Defense turned on, the
 system will start auto defense once the 
UAV is detected. The Defense Interval sets 
the number of seconds that the auto 
defense will suspend between two auto 
defenses. (the continuous defense will affect
 power amplifier’s performance and thus 
will affect the defense); the Defense 
Duration sets the number of seconds of 
each defense. These two parameters can be
 set according to the needs.

1、The Auto Defense button can be 
found in the system status bar. When 
the system detects the UAV if  Auto 
Defense is on, the system status will be 
displayed as In Automatic Defense. Auto
 defense can be stopped by clicking the 
button Stop Auto Defense.

1、 In the Discovery List, the system 
identifies and marks friend UAVs and foe 
UAVs. If the UAV is not in the whitelist, 
the system will turn on auto defense; if 
the UAV is in the whitelist, it will be 
marked in green, and the system will not 
defend it.

Auto Defense
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Software GUI
This chapter introduces SK C11 

Software GUI and functions.
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Sign In Page

○1 Business Mark: the manufacturer’s Mark.  It can be changed to the client’s business mark. 

○2 Username textbox: enter the username for the desired role.  It can be changed by the user.

○3 Password textbox: enter password corresponding to each username.  It can be changed by the user.

○4 Login button: click to access software GUI after entering correct username and password

○1

○2

○3

○4
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System Status 

○1 Device ID:  SFX X X X  is the product model, X X X X X X is the production number. 

○2 Subsystem Status indicator: shows whether the subsystem is normal or abnormal.  blue=normal; red= abnormal

○3 System Status indicator: succinctly shows whether the overall status of the system is normal or abnormal.  blue=normal; red= 
abnormal 

○4 Direction: the compass’ real-time direction

○5 System Version:  current system version and IP address.

○6 Menu item for System Status

○7 PPS/GPS/MCU Status

○8 Hard Disk Capacity

○9 Frequency Bands to Detect:  can be customized.

○10 System Status Details

○11 Shutdown System button

○12 Restart System button

○ ○2 ○3 ○4 ○5 ○6

○7

○8

○9

○10

○11 ○12

1
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 Detection List

○1 Detection List tab

○2 Frequency Band:  The frequency of the detected UAV

○3 Whitelist tab: the list of all UAVS in the whitelist

○4 Decrypted:  the UAV is decrypted.  A decrypted UAV can be added to the whitelist, or mitigated by Smart Defense method

○5 Alarm toggle button: the system sounds the alarm when a UAV is detected. The alarm can be toggled on/off.

○6 No. of currently detected UAVs:  shows how many UAVs have been currently detected.

○7 Menu item of Detection List:  to show a detailed list of currently detected UAVs

○8 Electronic Fingerprint:  the electronic fingerprint of the detected UAV.  Every UAV has a unique electronic fingerprint

○9 Add To Whitelist button

○10 Detected UAV info

○11 UAV Model:  the system identifies a UAV’s model No. by decoding the radio protocol.  It can distinguish between 
UAV and remote control

○12 Direction Angle: the angle between the detected UAV and the detection equipment

○1 ○2 ○3 ○4

○5

○6

○7

○8

○9

○10

⑪

⑫
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Reports

○1 Choose the number of rows to display

○2 Choose a sensor from a sensor list in the deployed network and display the UAVs detected by the chosen sensor

○3 Search by date

○4 Search by model

○5 Download Report button

○6 Detection Report tab

○7 The number of total UAVs detected

○8 The number of UAV models detected

○9 Menu item to access reports

○10 Graph of detection data

○1 ○2 ○3 ○4 ○5 ○6 ○7

○8

○9

○10
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Data Analysis

○1 Device ID:  the unique ID for this device.  Reserved for vendor debugging / maintenance

○2 Gain button: enable the manual gain applied to data and set the value (it is recommended to be disabled unless needed)

○3 Capture frequency: select the frequency band for the data capture in a drop-down menu

○4 Start button: click to start capturing data

○5 Data capture sub-tab: capture the spectrum data for further analysis

○6 Data Visualization sub-tab: visualize the spectrum data of the detected UAVs

○7 Frequency input textbox: manually input the frequency to be displayed.  The frequency range is 70MHz-6GHz

○8 Start button: click to start capturing data

○9 Menu item for data analysis

○10 Gain button: enable the manual gain applied to data and set the value (it is recommended to be disabled unless needed)

○5

○8

○9

○10

○1

○2

 

○7

○6

○4○3
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My Settings

○1 Change Password form

○2 Current login user

○3 Current Password input textbox

○4 New Password input textbox

○5 Confirming New Password input textbox

○6 Cancel button

○7 Modify password bar

○8 Confirm button

○1

○2

○3

○4

○5

○6

○7

○8
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Users & Roles

○1 Create user button

○2 GUI for Users & Roles

○3 Username

○4 Full Name

○5 Role

○6 Action

○7 User table

○8 Delete user

○9 Edit user

○10 Menu item for Users & Roles

○1 ○2 ○3 ○4 ○5 ○6

○7

○8

○9

○10
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System Settings

○1 GUI for System Settings

○2 Log Download

○3 Online / offline map switching

○4 Duration of single intelligent defense

○5 Interval duration

○6 Detection Expiry time setting bar 

○7 DF Sensitivity setting bar

○8 Show Trajectory switch button

○9 Device ID:  the unique ID for this device.  Reserved for vendor debugging / maintenance

○10 Power Option

○2

○3

○4

○5

○6

○7

○8

○9

⑩

○1
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System Settings

○1 Automatic defense mode

○2 Enabled detection band

○3 Automatically collect data in the model library

○4 Detect DJI UAV

○5 sensor compass

○6 GPS setting bar

○7 Latitude and longitude input box

○8 Set cancel button

○9 Setting confirmation button

○11

○12

○3

○4

○5

○6

○7

○8

○9
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Software Update tab

○1 Software Update tab

○2 Upload Files: to upload software installation file(s) and upgrade the system

○3 Upload Map Titles:  to update the system map

○4 Upload Zipped Images

○5 Choose Files to upload

○6 Menu item for System Configuration: to configure the system

○7 File Name and File Size: the maximum size of map file package is 1G

○1

○2

○3

○4
○5
○6
○7
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Maintenance
This Chapter introduces maintenance 

tips for SK C11.
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Maintenance List

Check regularly whether the antennas and antenna ports are tightly connected 

and working normally. Restart the product on a monthly basis. If a port is not in 

use, put its protective cap on.

Dust regularly.  Handle with care.

Store the product at room temperature, in a dry environment.
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Troubleshooting
This chapter presents some of the 

common issues of SK C11 as well as 

the recommended solutions.
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Users are forced to quit the system
Software license is invalid. Contact our after-sales support team to re-register the 
software license.

The product cannot detect UAV(s)

The product cannot be turned on

Check if the power cable is connected properly.

The product cannot be accessed through the local area network

The product is not located in the right geographic location
The GPS signal is too weak to locate the product. Check GPS antenna to ensure it is 
installed properly and nothing blocks its signals.

Poor detection

Check antennas to make sure they are properly installed to the right ports.

Reduce electromagnetic interference as much as possible. If there are metal-

structured buildings, obstructions, or complicated electromagnetic environments 

around the test field, detection range can be significantly reduced. It is recommended 

to find an open space with good vision, such as the highest point of the area, to 

obtain the maximum coverage. Please follow the professional guidance from the My 

company  team or our partners.

Improve detection performance

Contact after-sales support team by phone:  400-891-6891

Check the network connection; check client PC IP setting.

Collect site data, then contact our after-sales support team for tech support.
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Specifications
This chapter introduces the system 

specifications
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Name Specification

Power supply AC100~240V

Sensor head size Φ318*H326mm

overall size 450mm*330mm*180mm

Sensor weight 10Kg

overall weight 16.2Kg

Defense power 550W

Detection power 50W

Working 
temperature -40℃ ~55℃

Shell protection 
level IP66

network (4G) compatible with CMCC, CUCC and CTCC

Navigation GPS

Detection 
methodology Passive detection of radio-frequency (RF) signals; zero emission

Detection angle
 range Full 360° (all-airspace)

Detection 
frenquecy Standard 2.4ghz/5.8ghz band, optional 800MHz / 900MHz band

Detection range 5KM positive; up to 10KM

Early Alarm remote control can be detected once it is turned on

Whitelist/blacklist Whitelist/blacklist distinguish friend from foe

Electronic 
fingerprints

UAVs and remote controllers are detected and 
identified with electronic fingerprints

Supported 
wireless protocols

LightBridge1;LightBridge2;Ocusync;Ocusync 2.0;WiFi and WiFi 
variant protocols

Supported wireless
modulations

FM,2FSK,4FSK,GFSK,MSK,BPSK,QPSK,16QAM, 64QAM, OFDM, DSSS, FHSS；
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